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Design statement:

Located in Silvertown, Newham, Pickle Palace pays homage 
to the sites rich history in exchange, through changing the 
narrative from grain import and export, to instead promoting 
contact and cultural exchange with the wider community. 
In collaboration with the charity Migrateful, my scheme aims 
to celebrate chefs and their traditional cuisines, through 
the belief a meal has the capacity to bring us together, 
tell stories, share, discuss and form connections through 
placing fermentation at the forefront as a symbol of cultural 
awareness and education. 

In reaction to the public’s anger at the Newham City 
Farm’s permanent closure, along with the high demand in 
community allotments, my scheme offers floating gardens 
inspired by the traditional Mesoamerican agricultural 
technique; Chinampa. The allotments enable a clear 
connection between nature and architecture whilst practically 
supplying vegetation for the fermentation facilities. The 
allotments provide a community space and safe haven 
for those suffering with loneliness and mental health, 
through being encouraged to gather, maintain and build the 
structures. Furthermore the inclusion of underwater seaweed 
harvesting and biomimicry design creates an engaging and 
evocative backdrop within the multifunctional event space. 

The scheme responds to the UK’s serious flooding problem, 
through harvesting and purifying rain water. The design 
exemplifies self sufficiency through expressing the problem 
in an engaging and lyrical way. 

The majority of my scheme offers re-purposed materiality, 
both lightweight and durable, creatively re-defining the use of 
a surface to tell a story and promote sustainability. 
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Top tower & signage 1
Cookery space2
Water harvesting & allotments3
Interior silo bins4
Interior circulation5
Building shell & projected 
spaces6

7 Left side tower

Right side tower8
Floating allotments & deck9
Event space & biomimicry & 
seaweed harvesting10
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1:50 floating allotment model.

Vegetation grows Vegetation is fermented Fermentation is exhibited Meal is prepared 

Exploded isometric

The structure evokes the configuration of a flower in both 
form and materiality. The scale and location demands 
attention to pressing issues such as the current climate crisis 
in regards to carbon emissions and rising sea levels. The 
structure slices through the left side tower, where water in 
consequently collected and used throughout the fermentation 
process. 

Techniques include; laser cutting, 3D printing, painting, wood 
work and metal welding.

Illustrations represent the schemes programme starting from vegetation 
growing within the floating allotments and ending with the cookery classes. 

Programme
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Interior visualisation: staircase 

Visualisation: Fermentation exhibition 

Exterior visualisation: allotments & entrance
Section CCSection BB

Exterior visualisation: sloped seating

Interior visualisation: multi functional event space

1:5 balustrade detail 1:5 detail
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Ground floor plan

4. Deck
5. Floating allotments
6. Sloped seating
7. Allotment storage
8. Water collection point
9. Fermentation labs
10. Entrance
11. FOH lift
12. WC

1:1 Prototype explaining the origination and cultural heritage of the fermented 
produce on display, along with an introduction to the chef. Created by laser 
cutting type onto the pine and filling the lines with orange polyfiller.

The materiality of the staircase offers orange galvanised steel, recycled 
aluminium mesh and CLT. The staircase wraps around the main headhouse 
whilst carving spaces out of the interior silo bins. 
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Event space visualisation

Proposing lightweight materials to juxtapose the heavy and industrial nature of the reinforced concrete silo. 
I am using surfaces which are playful in colour, easily accessed through local sites, and durable, to ensure 
sustainability is as the heart of my scheme.

Proposed materiality

Section AA

Rain water falls directly onto 
growing vegetation

Water seeps through clay 
and is drained through re 
purposed builders rubble to 
ensure there is no blockage. 

Metal wire is attached to 
wooden palette using eye 
hooks. Over time seaweed will 
grow around the wire. 

A biomimic structure is 
suspended from the wooden 
palette, encouraging local 
wildlife to gather and form 
habitats. 

Bulbs and seeds are planted 
and vegetation grows

Allotment illustration
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Re-purposed Euro palettes1
Orange galvanised steel2
Recycled stainless steel3
Recycled acrylic4
Green concrete5
CLT6

7 Teal galvanised steel

Recycled metal mesh8

Visualisation representing the underwater event space. The space is intended to be used for events, potentially booked out independently to the rest of the scheme. The underwater 
allotment structures serve as an engaging and informative backdrop to the space.

4

Main design moves:

- Floating allotments
- Exhibition style spaces 
- Multi functional event space 
- Cookery courses 
- Water harvesting structures



The picnic exchange aimed to serve as a teaser for what is to come from the final proposal. 
The design proposes a three month self sufficient floating eatery for the use of the Silvertown 
community. The scheme intends to inform the public about sustainable food sourcing through 
floating allotment style platforms, which within them selves create habitats for the local ecology. 
I intend the experience to be joyful through the accessible camping equipment encouraging the 
public to simply gather and eat with one another.

A playful and abstract model created at concept stage, loosely representing ideas of identity, 
dynamism and community. Made using a range of techniques such as plaster casting, stitching, 
welding and laser cutting. 

Concept visualisation

Textile design inspired by the iconic table cloth print. Aiming to create an inviting, engaging and 
familiar feeling to encourage people to gather with one another. As rain falls, it is collected in the 
textile, creating a sculptural and dramatic experience whilst practically collecting water to use within 
the programme.

Water harvesting roof structure

Interior view representing the seating, 
growing and educational space the scheme 
offers. Design aims to be accessible, inviting 
and informative

Interior view Interior view

Interior view representing the growing, 
seating and floating allotments. 

Concept visualisation

The picnic exchange: Pop up

Proposed pop up line drawing

Concept collage

HONI BRIGGS

Education & Qualifications:

Kingston School of Art 
(2019- to present)  

Kingston School of Art 
(2017-2018)   

Charterhouse School 
(2015-2018)    

Heathfield School 
(2012-2015) 

BA Interior Design Degree Course

Art & Design Foundation Course (Merit) 

A-Levels: Art & Design (A*), Theatre Studies (B), Philosophy (B)

10 GCSE’S

Employment and work experience:

Turnerbates Design & Architecture (June - September 2021) 
After completing my second year of university I worked as an Architecture intern on a range of 
projects where I learnt new software skills, visited upcoming sites and liasied with clients. 

Fife Road Kingston KT1 Studio Collaboration (2020-2021)
I was one of three students to be asked to work with KT1 Studio to adapt a large commercial 
space in Kingston into a Co-working space for fellow Kingston students and graduates.

Blue Apple Beach Club and Luxury Hotel, Colombia (February - June 2019)                                                       
Before starting my degree course I worked as a receptionist and hostess at a hotel which hosted 
visiting artists and exhibitions on an island off Cartagena. The experience presented a huge 
number of challenges and gave me the opportunity to multi-task under pressure and improve my 
Spanish. 

Assistant stylist (2017-2020)
I have worked on a variety of stylist jobs including fashion shoots and celebrity red carpet events 
which gave me practical insights into how an artistic vision can be achieved.

Christie’s Art Department (October 2017)
Work experience in the Asian Arts Department.

Glyndebourne Opera House (Spring 2017)
Working in the costume, prop and technical department.

Leadership Roles/ Awards:

Lynne Holland Award £5000 (2021)

Kingston University Student rep (2021-2022)

Academic Mentor (2020- 2021) 

Fife Road assistant designer (2020- 2021)

Kingston Interior Design speaker (April 2021)

Art & Design Courses:

Chelsea College of Arts: Technical drawing 
course for Designers (2018)

Lucky Studio: Ceramics Short Course (2018)

City Lit: Graphic Design short course (2018)

DOB: 03.04.1999
Phone: +447713983236
Linked in: linkedin.com/in/honi-briggs-5a098316b
Email: honibriggsdesign@gmail.com
Website: https://honibriggsdesign.wixsite.com/my-site-2

I am a 2022 Interior Design graduate from 
the highly-ranked design university, Kingston 
School of Art. My degree course challenged 
and enthused me to develop creatively and 
I was the recipient of the Lynne Holland 
Award in my 3rd year.  I have excellent 
communication skills and my studies, along 
with an industry internship, have taught me 
to deliver a high standard of work in a busy, 
deadline-driven environment. 
My work is heavily research and experiment-
based, with a focus on re-connecting people 
to their surroundings through sustainable and 
accessible schemes. 
My aim is to continually learn and develop my 
skills by experiencing diverse sectors of the 
design industry giving me exposure to varied 
creative processes and design cultures. 

Skills:

Digital:
Adobe: Indesign, Photoshop & illustrator 
Vectorworks - Advanced
AutoCAD- Beginner 
Rhino- Beginner
3D Printing

Physical:
Plaster casting 
Model making
Welding 

Personal:
Concept development 
Presenting to clients
Sourcing materials


